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AweClone is a straightforward solution that can come in handy when you are looking to create an exact copy of your disk or
partition. Step-by-step approach In an attempt to encourage even novices to give it a shot at cloning their drives, this application
comes with a step-by-step wizard, meaning that you cannot move on to the next stage until the current configuration is correct.
This way, even if you are not sure about what you are doing, the app can guide you. You need to start by choosing the source
device, be it an entire disk or a partition, then selecting the location where you want to copy your data. Nonetheless, you need to
keep in mind that the contents of the target drive is automatically deleted and replaced with the migrated data, so it is
recommended to create a backup first for your most valuable files and folders. Once this step is complete, you can rest assured
that all your data is safe in the event of a crash or that you can move your data to a new computer without too much effort.
Clones multiple types of devices Since AweClone is meant to be used in a plethora of scenarios, it makes sense for it to support
a wide range of storage devices, both as the source location and the destination one. More specifically, you can migrate data
found on your computer, HDD, SSD, external hard drive, or USB thumb drive, as well as SD card, cameras, or RAID devices.
There are also several file systems compatible with this software utility, such as FAT, NTFS, exFAT, HFS and so on.
Conclusion All in all, AweClone can help you save a lot of time and effort when it comes to migrating entire disks or partitions
to a different location. INTRODUCTION AweClone is an intuitive and easy to use tool for cloning (and cloning back) your
storage devices. Your data is safe and protected because it is completely replicated by the tool and it can be restored after the
device crash. This powerful tool also supports multiple data migration techniques and it is compatible with multiple storage
devices. Please download it and test it for FREE!!! AweClone Description: AweClone is an intuitive and easy to use tool for
cloning (and cloning back) your storage devices. Your data is safe and protected because it is completely replicated by the tool
and it can be restored after the device crash
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Are you tired of copying files manually? Do you need to move your data from one computer to another, and you are not sure
how to do it? Then AweClone is your answer! AweClone is a software utility that lets you easily and quickly clone any storage
device, like a hard drive, flash drive, a USB drive, SD card, a partition, a RAID, an external hard drive or a floppy disk. It
makes it easy to migrate data from one computer to another or back up your most valuable files. AweClone can clone both an
entire drive or a partition. It is very easy to use and install. Features: - copy and copy several disks or partitions - copy your data
into a new location - clone a partition, a hard drive, an SSD, an SD card, an USB drive, a flash drive or a RAID. - copy the data
directly into a partition of your hard drive - move your data back - do a perfect copy and save the time and effort - back up your
data to USB, SD, external hard drive or a RAID. - move files from one computer to another - do backups on a scheduled basis generate a list of your files and folders - set an interval for saving your data - specify the device to clone - include all files,
folders and even a partition - support multiple file systems: FAT32, FAT, NTFS, exFAT, HFS, HFS+, exHFS, exFAT+, UDF support ISO image file as a source - support multiple source devices: - from a physical drive - a partition - an external hard drive
- a flash drive - a SD card - a RAID - a USB drive - a network file system - include an entire disk or a partition - include a single
file, a single folder or a single partition - show the content of your files and folders - easily customize the layout of your new
drive - and much more! AweClone Requirements: - Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista,
Windows XP, Windows 2000 and Windows NT -.NET Framework 4.5 - Intel processor with Virtualization Technology DirectX 9.0 - Flash Player 11 This software offers a free demo version available with a 30-day trial period. If you like the
product

What's New In AweClone?
Clone entire disks and partitions using an easy-to-use wizard. Includes tools for cloning drives, external hard disks, SD cards,
USB drives, RAID and other devices. If you are looking for a basic disk cloning solution, AweClone is certainly what you need.
It includes numerous functionalities, including the ability to transfer entire disks and partitions to a new computer. Additionally,
the app is intuitive, simple to use and effective. What's New in AweClone 3.8.0 - Numerous improvements and bug fixes
Screenshots of AweClone See screenshots of AweClone 3.8.0 in action AweClone User Reviews Great product. It made my life
so easy when I switched machines. I needed to transfer my files to my new Mac. I used AweClone and it took a couple of
minutes to set up. I was ready to go and I had my files. I am already using it to make backups and make copies. While I am
unsure about all that AweClone can do, it seems like it has a solid user interface. A lot of the options are hidden but, when you
find them, you quickly discover that the user interface is very helpful. It's a matter of trying out different scenarios and seeing
how it works for you. As far as the limitations go, I would really like to see a better way to edit the boot loader. I understand that
AweClone is focused on data migration, but it might be helpful to be able to update the boot loader as well. Very powerful. I
used the New Free Copy of Microsoft Office 2010 for a couple of weeks before I realized I was waiting for the deadline to
expire. I needed a new copy of Office because the upgrade was not working with my existing copy. This was too painful, so I
used AweClone. It worked perfectly! The transfer is super fast and seamless, and there were no problems when I opened the
files on the new computer. I am now using the newest version of Office 2010 and it is working great. I would definitely
recommend it. First and foremost, the interface is great and easy to follow. I'm not an expert and needed to refer to AweClone's
Help file quite a bit. There is a Help file in the program that includes useful information in a very nice looking format. This was
a big plus for me. I have not run into any issues that would necessitate a bug report. I am unsure of whether that is a good thing.
It may be better to be notified of any issues that may crop up so that you can solve them before they become a problem. I would
recommend AweClone to anyone who is looking for a free solution to their data migration problem. One of the coolest
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System Requirements:
It has been brought to my attention that there are some issues with the.exe files for the V2 Release. I've sent a message to
ModSpace regarding that. I should have the new V3 Release by the end of this week. I will then update my current downloads
section with a link to the V3 Release. This is the second version of the mod for a wide variety of reasons. The main one being
that I've decided to release the mod under a new license - the very same one that was released as a part of the Fallout:
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